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 Written by Randy Falacci, Lorenzo Sorichetti and Jo Salvo, it was published by Storm8 on November 10, 2018. Synopsis The story takes place in a forgotten and magical alternate reality where Zoan, the king of Zopha, appoints Angelo, a holy man and a sorcerer, to find the legendary Two Eyes of Zopha and restore them to the temple. This quest is tied to the lives of Deemon, a mute man, and
Brianna, an imbecile girl, who are working in the White City . Angelo starts his quest by finding a piece of Deemon's soul. Gameplay Like many games in the genre, the player must move the character around, interact with and solve puzzles, complete quests, gain experience and gain levels. The game features an adaptive difficulty system. With each level, the game becomes more challenging and there
are fewer puzzle clues. Angelo can use items, learn magic spells, and fight enemies. There are four main characters : Angelo, Deemon, Brianna, and Ganhi. Players control Angelo, who explores the world, solves puzzles, interacts with characters and monsters, takes pictures, and buys items from vendors, while Deemon is mute and players can only control him and see where he is in the game, and they
can only use items to interact with and solve puzzles. While Ganhi is controlled by players, who can push, punch, stab, or shoot him, Brianna is a non-playable character, controlled by the game's artificial intelligence. Development On July 1, 2017, an Indiegogo campaign was launched to fund the development of the game. After reaching the stretch goal, the crowdfunding campaign ended on August
10, 2017, with $205,111, raising $102,000 more than its initial goal. The development team was composed of Jo Salvo, Lorenzo Sorichetti, Randy Falacci, Jozef Porfka, Michael Domingue and Charlie Pirella. The art direction, design and programming of the game was done by Charlie Pirella. Music was composed by Jérémy Robert and Jo Salvo. The voice acting was performed by the French actors

Jean-Michel Dupuis, Fabrice Fontaine, Diane Pasquier, Romain Lachance, Anne-Sophie Mutter and Lea Tzehleler. Angelo and Deemon were designed by Sébastien Delisle. Reception 82157476af
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